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My personality
I have both weak and strong points in my character. I am certainly a bit ashamed of my weak points and I do 
my best to get rid of them. As for my strong features of character, I value and cherish them.

Everyone tells me that I take after my dad as I’m a good listener and very sociable. I am a complete 
extravert. I love people and the world around me. I understand them and make friends quite easily. Being 
open and communicative means broadening my mind and my views on the world. That’s why I like meeting 
new people and talking to them. I always try to be an open-minded and adaptable guy because our world is 
constantly changing.

One of my best traits is that I try to feel as happy and cheerful as I can most of the time. My friends often call 
me the life and soul of the party, with a good sense of humor, although I may sometimes be kind of shy. 
Anyone can be down or depressed when something sad happens.



I really dislike rude and ignorant people but I rarely lose my temper because of them.

I would also describe my personality as generous. I take pleasure in sharing something with other people and 

I am ready to help them at any time. I am organized and punctual too and I am happy when things happen on 
time, according to the schedule. I am very hard-working and I am always busy. I don’t like to give up.

I’d say that my negative and the least appealing qualities are obstinacy and perfectionism. Sometimes I set 
too high standards when it comes to choosing something. I am often a hard person to please. I’m afraid my 
choosy character makes me lose some nice opportunities in my life.



My future profession
      For this job you don’t need any 

particular education. Of course you 
have to go to college or university if 
you want to have promotion in 
future. But in general it’s only a 
question of practice.

In my family there are few relatives 
who had chosen this job. They 
finished college and started to build. 
They say it was not easy, because 
it’s basically the physical labor. At 
the end of the day you will be tired. 
But at the end of the month you will 
be happy with your salary. They 
also have built beautiful houses for 
their families and they look pretty 
happy now. This is not the only 
reason of my choice. I really like to 
build and even to project some 
constructions.



● I am a strong person physically and I can work with my hands. My marks at school are not so 
good and I am not so smart like many of my classmate. But I know my strong sides as well. I 
am active, strong, friendly and responsible. All these qualities will help me to become a good 
builder.

Maybe in future I will change my mind and find better job. Maybe I will decide to have high 
education and promotion later on. But now I feel my vocation is to build nice and beautiful 
houses and to make families happy.



Conclusion
In conclusion I would like to say that my personality qualities are both inherent and acquired. 
When I think of myself I often get confused about how differently I see myself. I am 
constantly trying to improve myself as a person.

I think in the life it’s so much important to do what makes you happy. It’s also good to get 
money for the job that you like, but not to work every day to have money. Life is short and we 
have to take every opportunity.
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